Minister of Finance for Northern Ireland, proposed the toast of " Our Guest," and the Prime Minister unveiled the portraits. Dr. Gibson, in his reply, described the origin of the Willowfield Hall in which they llow sat; it was free of debt, and they were already engaged in raisinig funds for the purchase and equipment of playinig fields for the outdoor enjoyment of the members. He desired to thank all those who had joined in the promotion of the enterprise; their memorial tablet to the sixty-four members who lay in Flanders fields was always a stimulus to suchl work.
SCIENCE OR ART? SIR,-Not even the eloquence of a leading article will persuade the majority of us that mnedicine is a science. It is something greater: it is an art. Medicine is the greatest of all the arts, and all the sciences are but its helpers.
This conception of medicine is of great antiquity. The Periclean Greek, with his clear insight and his wonderful power of penetrating to the heart of a matter, accepted it. " Medicine is of all the arts the most noble," wrote Hippocrates, whom Plato grouped with Pheidias and Polycleitus.
Science is obviolisly of vast importance; to medicine it is indispensable, but it is auxiliary only. Science is the scaffolding without iwhich medicine cannot be built up; but it is not the building. It is the machinery by which the worker works; but it is not the worker, inor his work.
The conception of medicine as a science is more than a mistake: that is whv one takes the trouble to discuss it. It is really mischievous. For if medicine be a science, then, logically, our patients are primarily material for experiment. That, we know, is the German idea. But if medicine be an art, then the good of the patient is the end of all our effort. " No saveable life lost, no )reventable suffering unprevented, is other than a deplorable failure, be the scientific aspect w-hat it may." That is the English idea.
I repeat, medicine is the greatest of all the arts, and all the sciences are but its helpers. Its material is the most precious in the world: its triumphs have been the consolations of humanity. It It is doubtless so in Lonidon and the really large centres, but in many other parts of the country the " hospital," the " Poor Law institution," the " fever hospital," or the " cottage hospital " are not necessarily-in fact are not--staffed by obstetric sturgeonis, or even perhaps by any interested in the matter.
I draw attention to this so that the administrative scheme shall cover this important detail, if and when it is evoIved; and all of us with a desire to reduce this terrible scourge hope that reform will not be long delayed. In my early days the quatified midwife had nnt c-ome on the scene and we were dependent on the "hhandy woman" to hlelp us. With the advent of the trained and certificated midwife matters were much improved, and the harassed and often overworked practitioner was not called on to spend so many useless hours at a case, or tempted, in the alternafive, to risk " getting it over with the aid of forceps.
The pendulum, however, has now swung too far, as tlhe majority of cases are attended from first -to last by midwives alone, the doctor's services not being requisitioned till something has gone wrong. Some patients, when expecting confinement, only prorisionally engage a medical attendant, saying, " Will you come, doctor, if we want you." Naturally they do not send if they caa possibly do without, on account of the expense. And as most doctors dislike midwifery they do niot worry. But this practice opens the way to serious mishaps, and is altogethier wrong. I will illustrate what I mean by two faiily recent experiences.
In the first I was provisionally engaged to attend a lady in her second confinement. I had attended when her first child was born in a perfectly normal confinement. When summoned on the second occasion I found that the midwife had been in attendance four days, the membranes ruptured two days-" a hand down " and, of course, the child dead. Version was very difficult and the patient very seriously exhausted. Result, sepsis-which by the way, I do not think I notified, as it was of the type often seen in such cases-sudden rigors, a rapid rise of temperature to 1040 F. or over, falling to normal in twenty-four hours or less. Incidentally, I was blamed for the patient's condition, although the midwife was in attendance at several otlher febrile cases. Happily a good recovery was made.
The second experience illustrates where the present practice of midwifery is at fault. Here, again, the case was one of cross presentation, which, however, the young practitioner in attendance could not rectify single-handed. His partner, inot taking on midwifery engagements, asked me to go and help, which I did. With some little difficulty delivery was safely effected, and I believe the patient, after some febrile disturbance, recovered. The point here is that the first practition:er probably lacked experience and the skill which only comes with experience. If 
